86	THE BALLADS
Rather than generalize about the relationship between the
ballads of these three countries, I shall give as examples two
particular ballads whose family trees can be partially recon-
structed. The first of these is *'Edward" (13), of which th^re
are versions in Britain, Scandinavia, and America; it has been
studied in great detail by Professor Archer Taylor.24
In Child, there are three versions of this ballad, the oldest
being the famous one from Percy's Reliques, 1765;
'Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
Edward, Edward,
Why dois your brand sae drap wi bluid,
And why sae sad gang yee 0 ?*
*O I hae killed my hauke sae guid,
Mither, mither,
O I hae killed my hauke sae guid,
And I had nae mair bot hee O.'	(13 B, i)
A part of "Edward'* is also incorporated into four versions
of "The Twa Brothers'* (49), and into two of "Lizie Wan" (51),
none of which are older than the mid-eighteenth century.
There are sixteen American versions which were collected in
the twentieth century. The parallel Scandinavian ballad is
called "Sven i Rosengard". There are three Danish versions
and a great many Swedish, Swedish-Finnish, and Finnish,
all nineteenth and twentieth century. Taylor has reconstructed
the archetypal ballad by collating the details which are common
to all versions and by noting the comparative age of the social
customs referred to in each version. If a detail, despite "a
superficial relevancy, is imperfectly fitted into the ballad", we
can conclude that it is a late intrusion, and we can assume
the details which do fit to be original. I shall not quote Taylor's
detailed and convincing arguments, but merely summarize his
conclusions.
The original ballad began with the dialogue between mother
and son.
(i) The son says that his sword is bloody because he has
killed his hawk, and then, in succession, that he has killed
his horse (or hound), and his brother. This incremental

